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It is an absolute pleasure to welcome you to this quarter’s Kokeshi Trends Journal.
While the core idea of KT is still the same, many things have changed since its
inception. KT was birthed in 2016, in the Kokeshi Village Facebook Group. The group
was quite small at the time. Members wanted to know why I hadn't written a book.
Honestly, the idea was quite daunting and I didn't feel I had the expertise. So, I thought
of an alternative to bridge the gap. My first issue was two pages! It was all about tips
for building a collection. In all honesty, I'm not proud of that article. Looking back
at it today, I think there are some tonal changes I would make. But it was part of my
learning process and of my journey with KT, for better or worse.
As I work on KT today, I am in awe of the many changes that have been made and
how it continues to grow and evolve. For one, I am no longer the only one writing it!
We have contributors and an amazing editor on call, Jill Holmgren. Second, we are
way past the 2-page mark (laughs) and that's something to celebrate! I'm grateful
to all the contributors, artists, collectors and of course, you, the readers. Thank you
for accompanying me on this journey and for lending your voices and opinions.
Because of you, we are able to bring subject matter that is relevant to you and we hope
entertaining! It is my sincere wish that you will continue to support KT as we endeavor
to explore new ideas.

Welcome...

Dear Reader,

In this issue we have some great interviews with Kokeshi Makers. Our latest poll
indicated that you wanted to see more Kokeshi being made from start to finish so we
are continuing to share the creation process under the Seedling Project. Another wish
list item was exclusive Kokeshi projects and we are continuing to feature the Kokeshi
Paris Project and KTs own exclusive projects. Top of the list was textiles, patterns and
meanings and under the Design Exploration Project we will continue to explore the
subject and share our findings with you here on KT! Thank you all for your feedback.
KT is actively engaging with you all through social media, so feel free to stop by and
say "Hi". Please remember to follow/like us on IG and Facebook! See you there!
Sincerely,

Madelyn
Founder

Welcome to the 2nd
Quarterly Edition of KT 2020
KokeshiTrends.com | 3
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GUARDIANS
According to legend Amabie first appeared in Higo
Province around mid-May 1846 in the Edo period. A
glowing object had been spotted in the sea, almost
on a nightly basis. It is said that the town's official
had gone to the coast to investigate the glowing
object and witnessed the Amabie. It had long hair,
a mouth like a bird's bill, was coated in scales from
the neck down, and three-legged, according to the
illustration created by this official. Speaking to the
official, she described herself as an Amabie, and
told him she lived in the open sea. It continued
to deliver a prophecy: "From the current year,
good harvest will continue for six years; if disease
spreads, show those who fall ill a picture of me
and they will be cured." It then returned to the
sea. The story and its portrait were printed in the
kawaraban printed bulletins, and this is how the
story disseminated in Japan.
These two Amabie's were created by Sato Hideyuki
over @kijidokorosato.hideyuki

Photo: @kijidokorosato.hideyuki

Amabie even was restored in
Daruma-san form!
Made by Hisao Suzuki
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This one is made by Réka Tóth-Vásárhelyi @KatagamiKokeshi

Trending...

Amabie wasn't the only yōkai making rounds. Have you heard
of Yogen no tori? It is a prophetic bird that resembles a twoheaded-crow. One of the heads is white while the other is
black. It is believed that they can speak and are sent by the
gods to deliver messages of importance such as warnings
about epidemics. Much like the Amabie, it is believed that
because they are holy messengers, merely an image of them
is sufficient enough to ward off evil and disease.

Remember we can help our guardians by wearing a mask!
Joanna Nakamura from BlueBear Vending Co. created this
awesome wood girl to remind us to stay safe!
Amabie, COVID-19
Toshio Takada

Year of the Rat
Kokeshi by Naomi Umeki.

KOKESHKA: Nakanosawa - Taco Box limited to 200
Full of Kokeshi goodness. The box has a generous amount of toys
by Seya Kouji and retails for ¥18,000 not including S&H.
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WATANABE FAMILY

Interview with Kunihiko Watanbe
by Flaminia Pirozzi & Alessandro Servidio
@KimonoFlaminia
Original: Italian
English Version: Madelyn Molina
We had scheduled an interview with
Master Craftsman Yuji Watanabe but
something of importance came up and he
was unable to meet with us. However, we
were fortunate to be greeted by his son
Kunihiko Watanabe, also a distinguished
Kokeshi artist.
Kunihiko kindly showed us the works of
his father. We also talked a little about
their family of artists, to get to know
them a little better. Each master, Kunihiko
and Yuji, has elevated Kokeshi to a work
of art and they are now two of the most
popular creative Kokeshi artists. Their
works fetch upscale prices and are highly
coveted by collectors all over the world.
Before them, Kunihiko's grandfather
and Yuji's father Masao Watanabe
revolutionized the world of Kokeshi.
Masao is considered one of the founding
fathers of modern Kokeshi. We are,
therefore, speaking about an exceptional
family that has been able to carry on a
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tradition of Kokeshi making, each artist
making their own quality contributions
and having a unique body of works.
Flaminia: Your works are characterized by
the richness in details, the warm colors
and the elegance of the kimonos. How
did this style come about?
Kunihiko: It stems primarily from the
study of kimono decoration techniques,
but also from the study of the history
of the costumes and ornaments of
other cultures and of the different
types of fabric used. For example, to
make shibori, (one of the most precious
Japanese decoration techniques done
by hand-tying the fabric before dyeing
it), hand engravings are made with the
chisel.
The arabesque style can also be found
on our works. It is a wonderful technique
that uses chromatic
effects and a subject of
deepening and
continuous research.

Shibori

INTERVIEW

Flaminia: Given the complexity
of the designed used, how
long does it take from the
conception of the Kokeshi to
the final phase?

Arabesque
Style

Asanoha design
on top of head.

Kunihiko: It is difficult to say.
It may take up to a month to
complete it. It is not always
possible to determine the time
needed to design and make the
work.
Flaminia: Do your Kokeshi have
a meaning?

Many unique Japanese designs
used on this one Kokeshi.

Kunihiko: Yes, they usually
take their meaning from the
type of flower they depict.
This Kokeshi represents the
lotus flower and in addition to
the flower symbol, expresses
its uniqueness. We also use
Buddhist and Japanese tradition
symbols. On the headdress of
these two Kokeshi there are
two popular symbols of the
Buddhist tradition, the asanoha
and the ichimatsu.
Ichimatsu design on top
of head (right side).
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Kunihiko: Asanoha is characterized by the
star-shaped hemp leaf. (Known for fast,
resistant and prosperous growth, it is an
auspicious symbol of strength and good
health.)
The Ichimatsu takes its name from a
Kabuki actor, Sanogawa Ichimatsu (17221762) who frequently used this motif for
his kimonos.
Flaminia: Where do you find inspiration
for your Kokeshi?

the occasion of their visit to Japan, he
even paid homage to the Beatles with his
Kokeshi.
Kunihiko: Yes, it's true, but how do you
know?
Flaminia: I confess that the Beatles are
a great passion of mine. The picture on
my computer desktop is the photo of the
Beatles holding the Kokeshi given to them
by Masao Watanabe.

Kunihiko: Mainly I am inspired by my
father's style (Watanabe Yuji) and
religious statues, especially Buddhist
ones. I find that in these statues there
is something sacred that I would like to
convey to my creations. I also love the
kimono prints and the variety of fabrics.
Flaminia: Over the years, you and your
father have become among the most
popular and sought after Kokeshi makers,
sought after by collectors and helping to
raise Kokeshi to a work of art. How did
this path come about?
Kunihiko: First of all, we are very pleased
that you think so! I started making
Kokeshi 17 years ago; my father began
when he was twenty. Once upon a time
only souvenirs were made, but now we
dedicate ourselves only to this style,
always trying to create works of the
highest quality. Also, for the choice of
wood, we decided to use only Keyaki
(Zelkova Serrata - Japanese Elm) one of
the most precious and refined woods.
Flaminia: You are the grandson of one of
the founding fathers of creative Kokeshi,
Watanabe Masao. He is the Kokeshi artist
dearest to me. Many years ago, on
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With Sir Joseph Lockwood, the then
president of EMI Records.
Kunihiko: That is amazing! Yes, that
Kokeshi model is called "Chigo Sakura"
(Cherry Blossom Girl) and received
the most important prize, that of the
Japanese Prime Minister. This Kokeshi
was selected among many to be given as
a gift to the Beatles, during their visit to
Japan in 1965... (shows us the limited
edition vinyl records that he preserves).
Flaminia: Yes, I also have this model in
my Kokeshi collection and I'm very proud
of it!

Flaminia striking a pose with
Chigo Sakura

Masao Watanabe/Painting Mushin

Kunihiko: My grandfather was one of the greatest
artists who contributed to the birth of creative
Kokeshi. Here we can see him at work while
making one of his most representative creations:
it is " Mushin " (無心) which in Japanese means
"Innocence ".

Flaminia: I guess being the grandson of such a famous artist
must have great weight and great importance... a bit like being
Paul McCartney's grandson!

Vinyl Record Collection

Kunihiko: (laughs)
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Photo: Flaminia, Kunihiko and Alessandro

Photos taken in the Watanabe family
home in January 2020
@KimonoFlaminia
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KUNIHIKO WATANABE
Born in 1978 in Shiraishi, in the Miyagi prefecture, Kunihiko Watanabe is the son of Yuji
Watanabe and grandson of Master Masao Watanabe. His creations follow both the styles
of his father and grandfather. His works are distinguished by the use of complex designs
and decorative techniques, which is why they are among the most sought after Kokeshi
among collectors. He is currently a member of the Japanese Creative Kokeshi Craft
Association.
Some of the many prizes he has won:
2005 - Award of All Japan Modern Kokeshi contest
2006 - Japan Kokeshi handcraft-man's association Award
2007 - Director-General of Small and Medium Enterprise Agency Award
2008 - Minister of Education Award
2017 - Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport Award
2018 - Minister of Education Award
YUJI WATANABE
Born in 1951 in Miyagi Prefecture in the Tōhoku region, Yuji Watanabe is part of one
of the most important families of Kokeshi artists: his father is Master Craftsman Masao
Watanabe and his son is Kunihiko Watanabe, both award-winning artists. In 1983 he won
the coveted "All-Japan Kokeshi" competition. Because of his precious workmanship his
Kokeshi are considered among the most upscale and valuable Kokeshi sought after by
many Kokeshi enthusiast.
12 | KokeshiTrends.com

One of his works is permanently exhibited at the toy museum in Nuremberg, Germany.
He is currently a member of the Japanese Creative Kokeshi Craft Association.
Among the many prizes won we mention:
1978 - Minister of Education Award
1983 - Minister of Education Award
Special prize of the 30th anniversary of the All Japan Modern Kokeshi
2012 - Minister of Education Award
MASAO WATANABE
Masao Watanabe, was born in 1917 in the prefecture of Fukushima and received his
education in the processing of traditional Kokeshi from the very important author Tatsuo
Sato. In the 1950s he began to study a new way of “shaping” Kokeshi and for this reason
he is considered one of the fathers of modern Kokeshi (sōsaku Kokeshi).
He received many awards, including the highly coveted and the most important "Prime
Minister Award" twice, in '63 and '71.
In 1987 he received the title of skill holder of "Modern Master Craftsman".
One of his works is permanently exhibited at the toy museum in Nuremberg, Germany.
The artist died in 2007 at the age of 89.
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The Kokeshi Seedling Project
From start to finish

Step 1
After finding the right piece of
wood. Noboru-san begins working
on the body form.

Interview: The Making of Maiko Katsura
by Madelyn Molina
Artist: @noboru_singer_kokeshi
April 28, 2020
KT: What was your biggest challenge in
making Maiko Katsura?
Noboru: First, we had to find good
quality materials. It was a very big
piece, so I used a big log. But it was
hard to find a suitable piece of wood
without a crack, or a beautiful tree
without any insect bites. It took me a
whole day to cut a very heavy log with
a large circular saw and chain saw so
I could use it for the project. Then, I
was also using a big hammer, which I
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Step 2
In the process of getting the wood onto the
lathe, the hammer broke! Head is now in
place with the body.

love, hammering the log to fit it into
the machine, but the hammer broke
(laughs).
It was a challenge to create the body
lines for the torso. Typically, it is
difficult to carve the body of a regular
shape Kokeshi of this size, but even
more so, to carve and create this kind of
body line.
In order to make the wig, it was
challenging to dig out the inside of a
large log with a knife. When I finished
the wig, I imagined you were smiling. I
was very happy.
KT: Can you tell me a little about how
you were able to get the color of Maiko

Maiko Katsura
With Noboru Wagatsuma

Step 3
The wood is bleached, the final result is a
light wood color. The black to grey painting
compliments her ethereal beauty.

Step 4
The first wig is fitted onto the
Kokeshi. Wow, she's stunning. A great
fit.

just right? What special treatment did
you have to do for the wood?
Noboru: I used dogwood which is a
naturally a little yellow, so I had to use
bleach to get a white color.

Noboru: When I'm working on a new
project, I go crazy about it; it's fun. I'm
happy to see the final product when I'm
done. I didn’t want to give this one to
anyone. (Laughter)

KT: Do you get many requests for big
Kokeshi?

KT: (Laugh) I’m glad you did give it up!

Noboru: As a Kokeshi craftsman, this is
the fourth Kokeshi of a size larger than
48 cm that I have produced. Among
them, this latest work of about 60 cm
tall, with interchangeable wigs, was a
record size and most difficult.
KT: What is your favorite part about
working on new projects?

KT: Tell me about the accessories.
You make kawaii earrings in different
shapes. Why did you choose to make
these types of earrings?
Noboru: I wanted to evolve from the
last maiko. I'm proud that the swinging
accessories are a good idea. (Laughs)
KT: This design has many different and
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The Kokeshi Seedling Project

Hair: Maiko

Hair: Geisha

From start to finish

Step 6
A second wig is fitted. Accessories
include a bira (gin-bira) kanzashi
with 3 flutters on the left. A tsumamikanzashi ornamental hairpin on the
right with free flowing movement,
followed by a hairstick. Top of the
head has 3 decorative hairpins.

beautiful accessories. Can you tell us a
little bit about the different types of hair
accessories?
Noboru: This time, we have produced
three types of wigs: Maiko (舞妓), Geigi (芸
妓) and Oiran (花魁). I designed hairpins,
flowers and so on to go with each wig
design.

Step 7
A third wig is fitted onto the kokeshi.
This one also has elegant hair accessories.
Extending to the left is a tama kanzashi
hairpin. A wonderful kushi (comb) covered
in a mum pattern made with delicate black
ink strokes and featuring the country's red
rising sun. A gin-bira kanzashi with three

an order for a work like this again, I'm
going to give you an estimate at twice the
price of this one, for all that hard work
(laughs).
When the production was completed, I
met myself, who had grown up. Thanks to
you. Thank you for your order.

KT: How long did the work take to
complete?

KT: (Laughs) Thank you Noboru-san for
all your hard work! We love the final
results.

Noboru: I don't know the exact time, but
it took 100 hours because I was doing
other work. To be honest, if you make

After a long journey from Japan, Maiko
Katsura now resides in California as part
of the Soulportals collection.
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Hair: Oiran/spining top umbrella

Maiko Katsura
With Noboru Wagatsuma

Step 7 (continued)
flutters and a lovely tsumami-kanzashi
ornamental hairpin that drapes down
the right side of her face. She is wearing
earrings a-la-Wagatsuma style. There is
so much to love about this overall look.
Elegant, charming and innovative.

The finished piece is incredible
and demonstrates the amazing
artisanship and skill of Noborusan. A beautiful koma umbrella
is also part of her ensemble. The
Oiran wig is just breathtaking and
draws the viewers’ attention to its
many decorative ornaments.
This wig is known as date-hyōgo
nihongami. The two extending
black pieces on top are key
elements to the design, followed
by a maegami front lock and bin
side locks. No Oiran hair wig would
be complete without a generous
amount of kanzashi sticks.
This one includes, matsuba and
tsumami style kanzashi, kougai
bars and a plum blossom kushi
(hair comb).
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Noboru Wagatsuma Oiran
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Geisha
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Noboru Wagatsuma Maiko Katsura
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Noboru Wagatsuma
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Maiko Katsura
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Yoshie Araki
Snorkeling, fish Kokeshi, a unique and fun piece.
One can just imagine this Kokeshi-inspired
adventurer, exploring the deep mysteries of the
ocean. Whoever said that Kokeshi were afraid of
water failed to meet this determined explorer in his
unique water proof gear!
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Nicolas-Yvan Perrot
Nicolas, a Kokeshi aficionado, obtained 3 Kokeshi blanks
and started what he named the Kokeshi Paris Project.
He selected 3 unique artists to create their own Kokeshiinspired works. The first 2 were presented in the last KT.
This is the 3rd in the series.
What do you think about the end results? Join us @
KokeshiVillage on Facebook to share your thoughts.
KokeshiTrends.com | 25
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2017 Tokyo, Paris, Naxos... Fish By Yoshie Araki
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
2016 Yoshie Araki : Party At The Aquarium !
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
2015 Yoshie Araki
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
2014 Yoshie Araki
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
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GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2018 Perpetuum mobile - Act I
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
2017 Sakana : Yoshié Araki & Kaori Nakamatsu
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
The Carnival Of The Animals
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
2016 10 years of acquisitions !
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
From One Side Of The River To The Other
Galerie Metanoïa/Paris/France
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The Kokeshi Seedling Project
From start to finish

Step 1
Can you see it?
Not really, but Megumi-san surely can! After finding this
piece of Castor Aralia wood she is ready to begin creating
her little person or persons.

Step 2
Time for a rough sketch. Hmm, I think I see a face
and big kimono sleeves, and maybe crossed arms?
Certainly, I can imagine a face and arms, but it’s
not yet clearly defined enough to make a good guess.

Step 3
Carving time. The rough sketch is coming alive. A
shape is now clearly emerging. It’s still a challenge
to determine what this Kokeshi is depicting.
It is nice to see some layers; there is a top and
bottom coming out of that big block of wood.
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MEGUMI
NOZAWA
Step 4
More carving is done and a face has been defined. It
appears as if she may be holding something closely.
The face is outlined by the hair and she has a rough
nose, not quite feminine-looking yet.

Step 5
After more carving, it is clear that mom and baby
were hiding inside that block of wood! The nose is
clearly defined, as are the eyes and mouth.
Arms are cradling a little baby girl in a loving
embrace.

Step 6
Megumi-san now begins the task of using pyrography
to outline the entire Kokeshi, including each strand
of hair!
This takes much time and patience, as you can
imagine. The end result is beautiful.
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The Kokeshi Seedling Project
From start to finish

MEGUMI
NOZAWA
Step 7
After completing all the pyrography, painting begins.
Vibrant colors bring life to mom and baby. Rouge
cheeks brighten mom's beautiful smiling face. A blue
base on the kimono, suggestive of water, is covered
in hues of green as lotus lily pads float across her
kimono.

The Lotus Flower
In Japan, the lotus flower is admired for its ability
to emerge from dark, muddy waters to bloom into a
picturesque flower, untainted by its surrounding
environment.
The lotus is symbolic of reaching enlightenment.
In theory, by going from the lowest to the highest
level of consciousness, we will rise above misery and
suffering in the same way as the lotus.
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Each color has its own meaning:
The white lotus symbolizes purity of both mind and
soul.
The blue lotus expresses common sense.
The pink lotus represents compassion and love.
The purple lotus flower is said to be magical and
spiritual, guiding the soul towards rebirth and
keeping it from wandering.

Lastly, the gold lotus flower symbolizes the
achievement of true spiritual liberation.
Step 8
The Kokeshi Mom and Baby reach their final stage.
Wax is added to seal and protect weeks’ worth of
work.

It is an honor to witness the vision of Megumi-san
come alive, as she vigorously personifies an inanimate
object. The block of wood wandered aimlessly until
the magic of her hands gave it purpose. It no longer
sits lifeless, but full of energy and love, emoting joy
and a sense of wellbeing. Gaze into the Kokeshi’s
lovely face as she glances lovingly at her baby girl.
A parent, a mother, a grandmother, a grandfather,
a sister, a brother, a father -even the stranger
passerby could hardly resist the urge to smile, to
receive the joy that she brings. It is of no surprise
she is titled "My Treasure”.
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Megumi Nozawa

My Treasure (私の宝物)
Castor Aralia.
23 cm
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Megumi Nozawa

Princess of Lotus (蓮姫)
Dogwood
14 cm
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The Kokeshi Seedling Project
From start to finish

Step 1
After finding the right piece of dogwood, Megumisan begins a rough sketch, centering the facial
features and defining the kimono and hair areas
on the wood.

Step 2
Once the drawing is complete, Megumi-san
carefully chisels an outline, creating defining
lines that she will continue to deepen, shaping
the wood until the figure she envisions begins to
emerge.

Step 3
She is careful in this process not to go too deeply
into the wood. She continues to fine tune the
lines. A rounded face and projecting nose can
be seen. Also, the hair and kimono sleeves have
become clearly visible.
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With Megumi Nozawa
Step 4
Finally, she has created the complete outline of the
Kokeshi. Then, she does a little sanding to smooth
any rough patches.
Step 5
The hair, eyes, mouth and floral design are detailed
in pyrography, creating an ebony outline. The
Kokeshi’s lovely cheeks are painted with a rouge
color. The doll is now ready for coloring.
Step 6
Now the coloring begins. All the fine colors are
added. The Kokeshi comes to life. Each color adds
vibrant detail to the lotus flowers and lily pads. The
ebony hair pops out, as each hand-carved strand
absorbs the layer of paint.
Final step: Once fully colored, a sanding lacquer
is applied and left to dry for several hours. Then,
Megumi-san smooths the finish with a fine sandpaper.
Finally, she adds two protective coats of clear
lacquer. It is a long procedure from start to finish!
Then the Kokeshi is ready to meet her new caregiver and go
to her new forever home.

Title: Princess of Lotus
Material: Dogwood
Size: 14 cm
Design Elements: Lotus Flower
Techniques Used:
Wood Carving, Pyrography,
Painting, lacquers. sanding.
Forever home: Italy
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TOA SEKIGUCHI

Interview with Toa Sekiguchi
by Flaminia Pirozzi & Alessandro Servidio
@KimonoFlaminia
Original: Italian
English Version: Madelyn Molina
Award-winning Kokeshi artist Toa Sekiguchi
was born in Maebashi, Gunma prefecture in
1942. He received the " Minister of Education
Award " in 1985 and in 2001 he won the
highly coveted, and most important "Prime
Minister’s Award". Other prizes include the
"The Minister of International Trade and
Industry".

Flaminia: Can you tell us about the way you
make your Kokeshi?
Toa: My way of working is very accurate and
meticulous. Furthermore, I am the only one
to apply the gilding technique called "gold
leaf" to Kokeshi. It is a process carried out
with different techniques to embellish the
Kokeshi by affixing a thin layer of gold. I
used this technique for Tsuta Kokeshi (つ
た), a Japanese ivy leaf design I used as a
decorative element for the kimono.

Flaminia: Your Kokeshi mainly follow two
very distinct styles, one with linear and
stylized shapes and the natural color of wood,
and the other characterized by very elegant
female figures and bright colors. Was it an
experimental path or did you want to carry on
multiple styles at the same time?
Toa: Normally I use a simpler and more
colorful style for the most popular Kokeshi,
while for the mo+st important works, which I
often present at competitions, I prefer more
sculptural and imposing forms, almost without
the use of color. I love using Hiba wood, one
of the most important because it does not
change color over the years.
Personally, I prefer natural wood but the
livelier Kokeshi generally meet the popular
taste more. Collectors love the ones I bring to
competitions, whereas colored ones are more
suitable for shops.
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Flaminia: Where do you find inspiration to
make your Kokeshi?
Toa: The inspiration can come from various

INTERVIEW

sources, such as from the shape of some
objects that I find interesting or simply by
watching a program on television, where I
catch myself interested in a figure. As soon as
I get ideas, I immediately create sketches to
record them before they disappear. The name
is very important. Usually, it is the first thing
I decide, the name of the Kokeshi, and then
I think about how to make it. Then I choose
the most suitable type of wood and finally, the
shape and color.
Flaminia: How did you start making Kokeshi?
Toa: My father made wooden toys in
a factory. As a child I was forbidden to
approach my father's work and touch his
tools, otherwise he would get angry. Then,
when I was 12 or 13 years old, I tried to
create a Kokeshi and from that moment
my father didn't say anything anymore and
considered me ready to learn the trade. So, I
started making children's toys, miniatures and
spinning tops in a factory.

Flaminia: There are various prizes that are
awarded to Kokeshi artists, such as the prize
of the Japanese Prime Minister. Is there
competition between the various artists?
Toa: As far as I'm concerned, there is a
healthy and positive competition. Each
craftsman sees the works of others, in which
he can find an incentive to do better and
better. There is always a lot of respect for
others' works even when they may not like it.
The most important thing is to not become
proud and too full of yourself, especially after
winning a prize. Each one is the owner of his
world, but among us artisans we are all united
because we are part of a solid and compact
group.
Flaminia: There are two types of Kokeshi,
traditional ones and creative ones. What are
the most important differences?
Toa: The traditional Kokeshi (dentō) have
a structure characterized by the cylindrical
body, devoid of limbs and with a round head.
They have limits for their creation, for the
number of colors to be used and for the
shape. The type of Kokeshi is characteristic of
the production area and has always remained
unchanged since its origins. There are eleven
schools with unique characteristics that allow
to distinguish the origin of the doll.
The creative Kokeshi (sōsaku), on the other
hand, are totally free in the creation process
and each craftsman can create them according
to his imagination and style, without limits. A
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fundamental characteristic of creative Kokeshi
is that they do not take their name from the
city of origin, such as traditional ones or like
other dolls (e.g. Hakata Ningyo). So, you
can't understand where they come from just
by looking at them.
In the 1950s, a trader from this area went
to Tōhoku in northern Japan and, seeing the
Kokeshi that were very popular at the time,
brought a small one to Gunma. It all started
from there. The first Kokeshi (traditional) that
arrived in Gunma was of the Yamagata type
from the city of Yonezawa. In Yamagata there
was a group of craftsmen who made quality
Kokeshi. While in Gunma, in the beginning,
there was no such environment. This initially
created some competition between Gunma
and Yonezawa. Today, however, Kokeshi in
Gunma have a high quality, mainly due to the
competition that always seeks new talent and
new types of Kokeshi.
Flaminia: Over the years Kokeshi have
become a real art form. How did the
transition from souvenirs to works of art
come about?
Toa: Originally the Kokeshi were only
souvenirs intended for tourists. At some
point, some artisans began to change the
style of Kokeshi, to recreate them from

scratch, each according to their own ideas.
Even today,
when I manage to create a Kokeshi in
harmony with my thoughts, I feel happy and
very satisfied.
Flaminia: Where are the competitions held?
Toa: There are two important Kokeshi
competitions: one in Shiroishi, where you
can admire Kokeshi from all over the country,
both traditional and creative, and one in
Maebashi, in Gunma prefecture, where
exclusively Creative Kokeshi are found.
Flaminia: What could be the future of
Kokeshi?
Toa: In the heyday of the creation of
Kokeshi, there was a group of around 150
important craftsmen. Unfortunately, there
are currently around 20-25 left and some of
us have already said that they will withdraw.
Unfortunately, being a very heavy job, few
young people want to follow these steps.
Flaminia: Looking at his collection we notice
the presence of a matryoshka, the typical
doll of the Russian tradition. It seems that
in the early twentieth century the Kokeshi
were taken as a model for making the first
matryoshka. Which of the two dolls was born
first?
Toa: According to us Japanese Kokeshi was
born first. If you speak with a Japanese, he
will tell you that the origin is in Japan, while
in Russia they will tell you that it is in Russia!
(laughs).

Toa Sekiguchi, Flaminia Pirozzi & Alessandro Servidio
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TOA SEKIGUCHI
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Elena Statham

INTERVIEW
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Elena
Statham
Artist originally from Dushanbe in Tajikistan. Traveller,
living an expatriate life style. Hobbies include sumi
painting, Japanese antique ceramics, Kokeshi collecting,
flea markets and searching for new discoveries.

Matsuri Kokeshi Watercolors
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May 5th, 2019
by Madelyn Molina
KT: Please tell us a little bit about you.

Elena Statham

INTERVIEW

Elena: Originally, I’m from Dushanbe in Tajikistan. My family moved around, so when I was
14 years old we moved to St Petersburg, then London. A few years later, my husband’s work
took us to Tokyo and that’s when I fell in love with Japan and the things that come with it:
culture, art, great food, museums, love for change of seasons, incredibly kind people, and
of course, Kokeshi.
So many favorite things! We lived in Japan for almost eight years, which allowed me to
acquire a modest collection of various items like obi belts, pottery, kimonos, Ultraman
and Godzilla figures, woodblock prints and not to forget a few Daruma and Kokeshi dolls.
Living an expatriate life style taught me that without hobbies, it is incredibly difficult to
occupy yourself in a country where you are new. So, I tried learning Japanese, a bit of

Megumi Nozawa Inspired

tea ceremony and Sumi painting for a few years. But my favorite pastime was finding flea
markets in search of new discoveries.
KT: How did you learn about Kokeshi and when did you get your 1st one?
Elena: I think my first glimpse of Kokeshi was when I was asked to sign a “sayonara”
Kokeshi after living in Tokyo just a few weeks. It is quite common among expat community
members when someone is leaving, they receive a signed sayonara Kokeshi to take home
with them as a token. Then on one of our drives in rural Japan we stumbled upon the
Usaburo Kokeshi Museum, where I was absolutely in love, seeing so many examples of
beauty and grace. A truly memorable experience. My first Kokeshi is a classic Tsuchiyu,
Kokeshi I bought on my first visit to a local flea market.
KT: What type of Kokeshi dolls do you have?
Elena: It’s a good question. I need to open my boxes and review my collection. We moved
back to England few months ago and most of my collection is stored in boxes.
KT: Do you have a favorite?
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"My first Kokeshi by
Kenichi Nishiyama."
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Elena Statham

Elena: My favorite would be a Kokeshi by Takashi Yoshida.
KT: You not only like and collect Kokeshi you also make Kokeshi-inspired art; is that right?
Elena: Yes, my latest inspiration came from Megumi Nozawa’s work. I adore the way her Kokeshi
are shaped: the hair, the kimono pattern and most of all, the way she carves facial features of cute
little noses and ears. Also, the distinctive pattern of the wood itself adds to a very special piece of
art. The minute I saw her Kokeshi, I wanted to start painting. Sadly, I had no table to work on or
even proper paper to sketch, as we moved just few months ago from Japan back to England so all
my art supplies were still in boxes somewhere. Luckily, I had my iPad with the “Procreate” software
so I thought, why not give it a try? I’m still learning, but Megumi’s work gave me a first push on
inspiring me to start painting after a few years break following the birth of my second boy.
KT: Tell us a little bit about your artwork, what sort of things inspire you to create? Who has been
your biggest influence?

Elena's Art and Collection

Elena: The main source of inspiration for me is happy memories, some from travels with family or
something from my childhood that I want to keep as a reminder of good days. That is how most
of my art got created, as I don’t like creating something without meaning or feeling. My biggest
influence has been my two sons, our love for books, and my husband who encouraged me to
finish a diploma in illustrating children’s books.
KT: What medium do you use for your work? Why do you prefer this type of medium?
Elena: I love using organic watercolors, gouache, pencils, sumi ink and lately I started using
digital media. I think using watercolors is very easy; all you need is water, no smell, it’s natural
and organic. It is important to use high quality pigments and paper, as with time, colors fade,
especially if exposed to sunlight. Only the best quality products provide longevity of the art!
KT: How did you start making art? / Why do you make art? Is there a message you want your
artwork to convey?
Elena: I was reading a book by Oliver Geffers to my son called “Lost and Found” and we both
loved the story and illustrations. So later on, for his birthday, I wanted to recreate one page of
his favorite character for his room, and that’s how I started making art. The only message I have
in mind when I paint is that one day my creation would make someone happy maybe, or make
someone smile or give a cozy feeling at home.
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KT: Do you sell your work? If yes,
where and do you ship internationally?
Elena: No, I haven’t tried selling my
Art just yet. I remember while doing
art classes a few years back, my
teacher told me “Do you know what
separates Artists from Hobbyists? The
Artist creates to sell and hobbyists
create what he/she loves”. I don’t
know if that’s true and up until now I
have always painted what I wanted or
more what I fell in love with! If anyone
was ever interested in buying it, I
would be very flattered.

"My favorite Kokeshi by
Takashi Yoshida."

KT: Do you also take special requests
for work?
Elena: In the past I have painted
some art for my friends who would
occasionally ask me to create
something special for them. It is
definitely a challenging task, as people
already have an image or an idea
what they want and fulfilling their
expectations is a definitely worthy
task.
KT: Is there an artwork you are most
proud of ? Why? If applicable, what
memorable responses have you had to
your artwork from customers.
Elena: A difficult question, as I love
all of my creations. I think the most
recent one I can think of is a little
canvas I did for my friend’s daughter’s
bedroom. Every time we Skype I can
see it hanging in her room. It’s nice to
see that something I created brings joy
and comfort to other people.
KT: Is there something more you would
like to share with KT readers about
your artwork?
Elena: Just wanted to say how
humbled I am by having this
opportunity to share my art and love
for Kokeshi. I am definitely not a
professional artist nor the biggest
collector in this community, but I am
definitely so happy to be part of your
big family.
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Matryoshka

May 12, 2020
Jill Holmgren
In about 1890, the owner of a Russian toy shop went to Japan.
Anatoly Mamontov returned with a set of wooden nesting dolls
depicting Shichi-Fuku-Jin, the seven lucky gods. Anatoly’s sisterin-law was immediately attracted to the set and brought the dolls
home. Her husband, Savva Mamontov, was a collector and patron
of the arts. Equally enchanted, he showed the nesting gods to
painter Sergei Malyutin, who arranged for wood-turner Vasily
Zvyozdochkin to make sets of nesting dolls for him to paint. The
first sets of 8 dolls Malyutin painted were in muted colors. (an
original set is in the Sergiev Museum of Toys in Zagorsk, Russia)
Making their world debut by winning a bronze medal at the 1900
Paris World’s Fair, the female dolls were named Matryoshka (little
matron), and quickly became symbolic of “Mother Russia”, just
as Kokeshi have come to represent Japan. In time, Matryoshka
evolved into many styles: elaborately painted girls, animals, and
even politicians. The link with Japan was mostly forgotten.
Photo: Anatoly Mamontov (Public
domain)
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Photo: (Top) Public Domain; PreWorld War II or even pre-1917
photo of Vasily Zvyozdochkin,
Russian turning master, wood
carver and doll maker, who is
credited with making the first
Russian matryoshka doll in 1890

The owners of Koke-Shka, a
Kokeshi shop in Kamakura, Japan,
documented the ancestral link
between Japanese and Russian dolls.
Combining the names of Kokeshi and
Matryoshka in their shop name, they
have fostered a creative connection
by commissioning nesting dolls
to be painted by Kokeshi artists,
and Kokeshi dolls to be painted in
the Matryoshka style by Russian
artists. The Nakanosawa nesting
doll pictured was created by Kokeshi
artist Seya Kouji.
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Omiyage Kokeshi
by Beverley Webster
The idea of omiyage (souvenir) Kokeshi stems from
the Japanese tradition of bringing presents home for
colleagues, friends and family from places you have
visited. In the case of Kokeshi, these were from the
hot springs (onsen) in the Tohoku region. Nowadays
the term omiyage Kokeshi refers to dolls which are not
of the traditional (dentō) strains and not classed as
creative art forms in themselves (sōsaku). They can
encompass a variety of forms and themes.
As omiyage, these Kokeshi would have been bought
from a particular place and therefore may depict a
local landmark, tradition, festival or product from that
region.

GI

FT

Photo: (1) Mikomoto lighthouse (Shizuoka
prefecture), (2) Otemoyan song pair (Kumamoto
prefecture), (3) Sendai’s Tanabata Festival (Miyagi
prefecture), (4) apple/Chagu Umakko Horse
Festival (Iwate prefecture) and (5) tiny ejiko
Tsugaru lullaby (Aomori prefecture)
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Even now, wandering around the hot springs
themselves, couples and families wear kimono or
yukata (a light cotton kimono worn in the summer)
and so dolls depicting these were popular. The
standard male & female pair of dolls dressed in
kimono with nodding heads (usually on a dowel)
are known as donko Kokeshi. They come in all
shapes and sizes and a wide variety of colors.
There are even nesting doll pairs (like a “Russian
doll” or matryoshka) where the various sons fit
inside the father and the daughters inside the
mother. They can also be made into useful items
like bookends, lamps or even salt and pepper
shakers.

Photo: Donko Kokeshi pairs
from 1.3 cm (just under 1/2in.)
to 29cm (just under 11 1/2in.)
including bookends and salt &
pepper shakers

Photo: (1) Mother & son,
(2) grandpa & grandma, (3)
babysitters, (4) ejiko with
painted temari ball (5) ejiko
with the Magical Mallet and
Mitsu-Tomoe symbol

Other family groups you might find include mothers or fathers with
daughters or sons, “babysitters” (komori) and grandpa & grandma
pairs (from the story Takasago - representing a happily married
elderly couple). Babies in a basket (ejiko) are also depicted; this
was how rural women looked-after their little ones while they were
picking rice. Ejiko are also portrayed by traditional (dentō) Kokeshi
artists.
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People you might see around
the onsen area and activities
indulged in while visiting the hot
spring were also an inspiration
for omiyage Kokeshi doll makers.
Examples include farmers, rural
people gathering wood, people
wallowing in the hot spring itself,
eating and drinking or playing
traditional games. As you can see
from the photograph, some of
these Kokeshi take the forms of
inanimate objects.

Photo: (1) wood gatherer, (2) teapot
& (3) teacup, (4) shogi board with
kappa-headed pieces, (5) Ohara
Shosuke in a bathtub

Photo: (1) White Tiger Brigade pair, (2) Maiko,
(3) Samurai in Hakama, (4) Ainu, (5) Samurai in
armor; (6) Lion Dancers (Renjishi), (7) Yaji & Kita,
(8) Tengu, (9) Hina pair, (10) Oni
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Real life people, events, characters
from Noh or Kabuki performances
and folklore are also featured. You
will find Kokeshi representing the
Emperor and Empress (hina) and
delicately painted maiko (trainee
Geisha). The native people of
the northern island of Hokkaido
are called Ainu and, although
they developed their own style
of dolls called nipopo, there are
also Kokeshi representations
of the Ainu people. The stories
behind those representing specific
events, characters and folklore
are fascinating and could form the
basis of an article in themselves.

When Japan became a
destination for visitors
from around the world,
Kokeshi souvenirs
reflecting cultures and
traditions other than
Japanese started to appear
so that foreigners could
buy something familiar but
in the Kokeshi style.

Photo: (1) Greek Lady, (2)
Madonna & Child, (3) Soldier,
(4) Elizabethan Man, (5)
Cowboy & (6) Cowgirl,
Traditional dresswear: (7)
Korean, (8) Native American,
(9) Japanese, (10) Russian &
(11) Chinese

The main reason that I collect omiyage Kokeshi (particularly
those from the 1950s/60s with nodding heads) is because of
their almost infinite variety, with hand painted and colorful
details. Nearly the whole of Japanese culture and interests are
represented, so displaying them gives me an opportunity to tell
stories about Japan, its people and their traditions. They also
bring back fond memories of my time living and working in
Japan so, although they were originally made to be given as gifts,
my omiyage Kokeshi are a present to myself.
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Did you know Kokeshi are also made to represent themes
and different characters?

Photo: Jill Holmgren Collection/Unofficial Sazae
inspired Kokeshi figures.

Theme
EXPLORATION

Sazae Fuguta (ふぐた さざえ)
©Fuji Television Network
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All images used under CC BY-SA
3.0.for educational purposes. KT
does not represent or have any
affilations to any of the person(s),
company (ies) depicted.

Hasegawa Machiko (長谷川町子)

The Guinness World Record-holder for the longest-running
animated television series is the Japanese program, Sazae-san
(サザエさん). The creation of manga writer/illustrator Hasegawa
Machiko (長谷川町子), the adventures of Sazae began in 1946
in manga form, and plots evolved with the transformation
of post WWII Japanese culture. The anime began in 1969.
Every Sunday, Japanese families enjoy the comedy of Sazaesan’s daily life. The show ended each week with Sazae playing
janken (scissors-paper-rock) with the viewer.
Hasegawa-san did not permit merchandising, but somehow
these three unsigned Kokeshi were created. They depict Sazae
(by a whim of the author--meaning sea snail), her father
Namihei (ocean wave) and her son Tara (codfish). They have
bobble heads and were probably made during the 1950’s-1960’s.
The manga, which ended in 1974, has been republished in
several languages. In May 2020, the weekly anime went on its
first hiatus in 45 years to protect animators and voice actors
from the Covid 19 virus.

Left: Sazae voice actress Midori Katō (加藤 みどり) ,
center Sazae, right Guinness Certified Committee

~Jill Holmgren (KT contributor and editor on call.)

Photo: Sazae-san Guinness World Record (c) Oricon
News Inc.

Photo: Jill Holmgren

Photo: Jill Holmgren

Namihei Sono (いその なみへい)
©Fuji Television Network

Tarao Fugata (ふぐた たらお)
©Fuji Television Network
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KATO TATSUO

Award-winning

Interview by: Francesca Artigianato
Featuring: Kato Tatsuo
Edited by MMolina/Jill Holmgren
Kato Tatsuo is a Kokeshi artist I respect and admire very
much. I was lucky enough to meet him twice, in October
2018 and in May 2019. On both occasions I was hosted
at his house, where he showed me his beautiful Kokeshi.
What immediately struck me, besides the beauty of his
works, was Kato-san’s personality; he is a very nice man
and always smiling. In our first meeting he immediately
put me at ease. He introduced me to his wife and
daughter, Katsura-san, and made me sit down, offering
me tea with wagashi (Japanese sweets) and delicious
pickled gherkins made by his wife.
While I was drinking tea, I asked him at what age he
started making Kokeshi. He replied: “I entered the
Kokeshi world when I was 20 years old. I studied dyeing
in school. I was impressed by the heart of the Kokeshi
doll. I was a student of Sansaku Sekiguchi and from him
I learned “rokuro” (a traditional woodturning technique)
and sculpture for 10 years”.
Then I asked him what or who inspires him to create his
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works. He replied: “I am impressed to watch and feel
the work of the great artists. I often go to the Nitten
Buildling in Tokyo for The Japan Fine Arts Exhibition.
The Nitten is the most popular of all the great art
organizations in Japan. I also view the Japanese painting
called “Nihonga”.
After finishing our tea, we moved to an adjacent room
where his Kokeshi were displayed. I love his Kokeshi for
the expression of their faces, for the pronounced noses,
and for the motifs painted on the kimono. I asked him
about the kind of wood he uses to make his Kokeshi, the
type of tools, and paints. He said he uses keyaki, hiba,
mizuki and enjyu woods. He also uses Mikashion dye
from Germany and pigments for coloring.
Kato-san showed me which Kokeshi he made with these
woods and showed me the various color differences. He
told me that red keyaki (Japanese zelkova) is the most
precious wood and that mizuki (giant dogwood) is the
most common used for making Kokeshi. Hiba belongs
to the Japanese cypress hinoki family, enju (Japanese
pagoda tree) is a precious dark brown wood with
beautiful grain.

Craftsman

Visionary

I asked him if he had a favorite design of motif that he
likes to use on his works. He replied: “I love the mood
of the night. I make a lot of works which use the moon
as a motif and I also like the to use the fox as a motif”.
Observing his Kokeshi more closely, I noticed that
most of his works have the fox and the moon on their
kimono.
I asked, “How many awards have you won and which
was the most exciting?” He replied that the most
significant awards he has received have been that
of Contemporary Master Craftsman (2011) from the
Ministry of Economy, and the Medal of Honor with
yellow ribbon (2015). “The Medal of Honor was given
to me by the Emperor, and he showed me, with a smile
and a satisfied face, the medal with yellow ribbon. Also,
I received the Prime Minister Award (2017).”

I really wanted to take her home with me, but
unfortunately it was out of my budget.
In both my encounters with Kato-san he has proven
to be very helpful, funny, curious and a very generous
man. He explained a lot about his Kokeshi and allowed
me to buy some his Kokeshi there at his house for
myself and to sell them in my web shop.

Last year, I asked him which of his work was his favorite
and he replied: "My favorite is Yuuzuki and Oiran and
Kamuros." I told him that when I saw Oiran the year
before, she was the one that had impressed me too,
and that seeing her the following year in the company
of her assistants made her even more beautiful. I love
Oiran’s kimono and above all, her hair ornaments.
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KA TO TA TSU O
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SŌSAKU
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DESIGN
EXPLORATION PROJECT
May 25, 2020
By Madelyn Molina
Photo: Francesca Iachetta (@artigianatogiapponese)
Artist/Craftsman: Kato Tatsuo
These three Kokeshi by artist Kato Tatsuo depict a Tayû Oiran (courtesan, center) and her two Kamuros
(assistants, on either side). Historically, Tayû Oiran (Tayû), were entertainers and girls of pleasure, more exclusive
than the geisha who later became more popular. Tayû is the highest-ranking level a courtesan can achieve. The
term had its beginning in the Shimabara district of Kyoto, and its usage later spread to Osaka, Edo (Tokyo), and
Nagasaki. There were several levels to achieve before a candidate could become a Tayû. First, she would have
to be a Kamuro, then a Shinzô, followed by a Tenjin, and finally reaching the status of Tayû. As you can imagine,
to become a Tayû was a very expensive endeavor. The candidate, in addition to being beautiful, had to be highly
skilled in multiple talents such as chadō, ikebana, calligraphy, art and music, all of which required costly training.
Their clients also expected them to be well-read and to be able to hold a conversation, as well as to write with wit
and elegance; many wrote and recited haiku. It is believed that less than five Tayû Oiran exist today (although not
in the same capacity as girls of pleasure).
The Tayû is allowed to have two Kamuro (assistants), instead of the one kept by lower-ranking Oiran. Kamuro
were often little girls between the ages of five and nine. They waited on Tayû and would perhaps one day
themselves debut as courtesans.
We can learn a lot about traditional Japanese clothing and design elements from these beautiful Kokeshi. Let us
explore in greater detail the hair, kimono and footwear of the Tayû and Kamuro.
The Tayû Kokeshi (pictured) has a date-hyōgo hairstyle (nihongami) adorned with several hair ornaments called
kanzashi. In Edo-period Japan, the type of hairstyle and location of the kanzashi were used to inform others
about the status of the girl wearing them. Kanzashi could also hold a variety of other meanings. For instance, the
flowers were chosen according to the season. Typically, the ornaments worn by Tayû were made of coral and
bekkō.
Let’s have a look at the hair ornaments:
Left

Kanzashi die with the number three: can signify “The Three Treasures” –truth/courage/
compassion.
C Ume kanzashi pin, indication of spring
D Three Hirauchi kanzashi sticks
B

Right

Round kanzashi with ume flower
F Kanzashi with a triangular shape featuring a karakusamon (arabesque) pattern; symbolic of
eternity and family legacy.
G Three Hirauchi kanzashi sticks
E

Top

A kushi (haircomb), with a beautiful fukurō (owl), which represents luck and protection as well
as wisdom and knowledge. It also has autumn leaves and what appears to be a half moon. We
learned that the artist, Kato-san, fancies moons in his work.
I Above and behind the hair comb is a kanoko dome hairpin.

H

See our list of Japanese terms
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Tayû (太夫) Oiran (花魁)
and her two Kamuros
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This Kokeshi demonstrates the elaborate dress of a Tayû in the Edo-period. If we look closely at
her neck or at the bottom front of the kimono, we can see a total of five kimono layers intricately tied
together with a manaita obi. The obi has multiple traditional patterns with themes of elegance, love, peace,
longevity, and strength. These themes are constant throughout the upper layer of the kimono.
Kimono Layers
The first outer layer has an Ichimatsu (checkerboard) pattern, named after a Kabuki actor, Ichimatsu
Sanogawa. It represents prosperity of descendants, and business expansion.
K The second layer has karakusamon (arabesque pattern), symbolic of prosperity, longevity and the
continuity of the family.
L The third layer has tatewaku 立涌 (rising streams) which are considered auspicious. The wavy pattern
illustrates a mist and steam that rise up to the heavens, giving us the feeling of being able to rise above
life’s challenges.
M The fourth layer has ume 梅 (plum blossoms), symbolic of spring, strength, beauty and longevity.
N The fifth and final layer has kumo 雲 (clouds) representing clouds rising above the mountains to bring
one closer to the gods.
J

Manaita Obi
O Shinzō 心臓: Little hearts throughout the obi.
P Ume 梅花: Previously discussed.
Q Houou 鳳凰: Multiple phoenixes express peace, liberty and magnificence.
R Ichimatsu 市松: Previously discussed.
S Usagi 兎: Rabbits are symbolic of intelligence, devotion, and advancement.
Kimono-top layer
T Tatewaku 立涌: Previously discussed.
U Asanoha 麻の葉: The hemp leaf represents growth and good health.
V Kikko 亀甲: Symbolic of the tortoise shell, representing longevity.
Footwear: W Sanmaiba Geta
The sanmaiba geta (slippers), worn by Tayû on bare feet, are overly tall. She would have to walk in a
very specific form called soto-hachi-moji. A figure eight is made with each step, in order to maintain
balance. Her geta are beautifully decorated with momiji (maple) leaves that are symbolic of autumn.
Kamuro Attendant 1
The Kamuro on the left is wearing a kimono beautifully decorated with sakura (cherry blossoms Z), and
chou 蝶 (butterflies 8), representing transformation and growth. Her obi is decorated with asanoha
(hemp leaf pattern 9) also representing growth, a fitting symbolic match.
X

Kamuro Attendant 2
The Kamuro on the right is wearing an Ichimatsu obi. Her kimono is decorated with chou and ume.

Y

As we can see, a lot of thought goes into the creation of a Kokeshi. From the type of wood, to the theme and
design elements that will be incorporated into the work, every detail is important and represents the cultural
richness of Japan. In this instance, Kokeshi serve as historical culture keepers, guarding and preserving elements
that tell the story of a period now long gone. I hope that you’ve enjoyed this segment of Design Exploration.
Until next time!
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Kato Tatsuo
Tayû (太夫) Oiran (花魁)
and her two Kamuros
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June 06, 2020
Interview by Laetitia Hébert
Maitland
Kyles is a
Kokeshi Village
member whose
Instagram I have
been following for
awhile. In wanting to
understand what kind
of Kokeshi she had, like
many of us, research led her
to a lot of information and
further questions!
She documents her research
about her collection on
Instagram, and is about to
launch a printed fanzine full
of her beautiful infographics
on Kokeshi.
Laetitia: Hello Maitland!
How long have you been a
Kokeshi collector?
Maitland: I started collecting
Kokeshi about 3 years ago
after my mom gave me
two tiny omiyage Kokeshi.
At that point, I didn’t even
know they existed, so I was
thrilled to discover them.
Laetitia: Do you tend to
collect other things, or is it
just Kokeshi for you?
Maitland: It is mainly
Kokeshi now but I do
collect other Asian
art, trinkets, antique
French books and
nature guides. My
largest collections
are Kokeshi
and Asian
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antiques. Kokeshi are by
far my favorite and most
cherished collection.
Laetitia: Which was your first
Kokeshi? Do you remember
how you found it?
Maitland: It was a set of
two little omiyage Kokeshi.
My mother actually found
them for me while thrift
shopping in North Carolina.
I looked up what they were
online and my research led
me to dentō Kokeshi. Soon
after, almost as if it was fate,
when I went to a flea market
I found a dentō, Yamagata,
Kokeshi by Umetsu Harou.
It was only $2.00! The seller
had no idea what it was so
they were quite surprised
when I was so excited about
it. All they knew was that it
was “some kind of wooden
Asian art” and “if you pull
hard enough its head came
out.” Needless to say, I gasped
and told them I did not need
a demonstration!
Laetitia: Do you have
preferences, either for a style,
for a maker, or for particular
features?
Maitland: Initially I was
collecting to have one of
each strain, but I generally
like all styles of Kokeshi. I
tend to purchase ones that
have something about them
that appeals to me; whether
it is the face, the shape or
body pattern. Currently, I
really love the Kijiyama &

Nakanosawa
strains overall.
(I particularly
enjoy Nakanosawa
in ejiko form.) I will
always be drawn to
nemariko and ejiko
Kokeshi. Their shapes
are very beautiful! The
more interesting or
unique looking, the better!
I especially love Tsugaru
Kokeshi with the daruma
faces. I only have two large
ones. I hope to find more in
the future. I have become
pickier as I learn more about
them. I have some specific
Kokeshi I am looking for, but
will only allow myself to buy
them once I’ve visited Japan
and the artisans’ workshops!
They are the ones I will be
searching for there.
Laetitia: You are using
Instagram to share your
collection and your
work. Have you found a
community there?
Maitland: I am quite a shy
person so I don’t tend to talk
to a lot of people online,
but I try to comment and
like certain people’s posts
more often because their
collections are so nice!
I also follow a lot of
Japanese collectors/
makers and since I
am trying to teach
myself the
language it
is good

practice trying to read the captions before having
Instagram translate! I have also been trying to
comment more on the Facebook group.
Laetitia: You will soon release a printed fanzine about
Kokeshi dolls. How did that project get started?
Maitland: I started making infographics over top
of pictures of my collection for my Instagram, @
gatheringkokeshi, for fun and personal reference.
I had always wanted to make some sort of zine, so
it evolved from there. I took the infographics I had
made and reworked them into illustrations for the
zine. I also wanted to be able to make prints of some
to hang alongside my Kokeshi.
Laetitia: You told me that you studied graphic arts
at university, but then chose teaching as a career. Is
your interest for Kokeshi a way to reconcile yourself
with your inner artist?
Maitland: I think that is a good way to put it. Since
every Kokeshi is handmade and unique, I get to have
works of art in my home. Looking at them inspires
me to create things in my own right.
Laetitia: Launching one's first product is such a
special moment! How do you feel about it?
Maitland: I am a little nervous about it all, especially
because I am by no means an expert on Kokeshi (or
even designer; I created this all using Procreate on
my iPad). I just tried my best to create something that
is pretty to look at and also informative for those who
might have a hard time identifying Kokeshi! It is a
skill I am continually working on.

Laetitia: Do you have more upcoming projects?
Maitland: I plan on launching some Japanese
folk-art illustration postcards as well as some
larger prints of Kokeshi & folk toy illustrations.
Hopefully everything will be launched in July/
August on my Big Cartel page!
Laetitia: Follow Maitland on Instagram:
@gatheringkokeshi.
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The Beauty of...
June 10, 2020
Interview with Kristin Yezza
By Laetitia Hébert
The latest and most exciting
look for pepper mills comes
from a collaborative work by
Kristin Yezza and Wagatsuma
Noboru. Kristin is the owner
of a vintage items Etsy
shop (oonshoppette) and
Wagatsuma-san is a wellknown, Togatta and Shingata,
Kokeshi maker (@noboru_
singer_kokeshi). Little did I
know that a whole series of
Kokeshi pepper mills would
come out of an Instagram
message from one of my
followers @Folkeshi. I am happy
to share with you the birth of
this amazing project.
Laetitia: Being a vintage items
seller, did you first encounter
Kokeshi dolls at a flea market?
Kristin: My husband and I
actually took a trip to Japan in
2017. While we were in Kyoto,
we kept passing this little paper
shop, Shofudo, on the way to
and from our hotel. On our last
day, in Japan, I made a point to
stop in. They had these amazing
little patterned square paper
trays and I ended up buying
two. One of them had a Kokeshi
doll pattern that I just loved!
So, while I actually didn’t know
much about Kokeshi dolls or
seek any out during our trip
to Japan, I ended up taking an
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illustrated version home with
me!
Laetitia: What would you say is
a perk of being seller of vintage
items? Is it your main line of
work?
Kristin: I’ve always loved
hunting for vintage treasures
and one of a kind pieces that
can really add character and
inject a dose of personality
into my home. After my son
was born and I became a stay
at home mom, I was looking
for something fun I could start
to do on the side. I had been
going to estate sales in our
neighborhood and realized that
maybe I could start a little side
business sharing my finds in an
Etsy shop, so that’s what I did!
It is nice that I can bring my
son with me to estate sales and
manage my shop according to
my schedule. Work flexibility
is very appealing as a mom.
But, even more so, is having the
courage to take one small step
to start something of my own; it
gave me some momentum and
keeps me growing. The Kokeshi
collaboration was born out of
this momentum. It also gave
me the courage to explore some
other artistic pursuits that have
also become part of my larger
journey but, it all links back
to that first decision to take a
chance and try something new.
Laetitia: How did your interest

for Kokeshi grow?
Kristin: For Mother’s Day in
2019 my gift was a visit to the
Cleveland Museum of Art to see:
Shinto: Discovery of the Divine
in Japanese Art. I really enjoyed
learning more about Japanese
art and at the exit of the show
they had a little gift shop set
up around Japanese culture.
Lo and behold they had many
unique Kokeshi dolls for sale
and I just loved them! I took a
couple pictures of them (I take
quick pictures of anything that
inspires me when I’m out and
about) so I could remember
them for later.
Laetitia: Do you own some of
these dolls yourself?
Kristin: It just so happened
that during the time we visited
the Japanese exhibit at the
Art Museum, we were also in
the midst of remodeling our
kitchen. After the remodel
was finished, I began the
process of looking for décor
for our kitchen. Upon seeing
the Kokeshi dolls in the art
museum gift shop I knew I
needed one in our kitchen. I
started a feverish Etsy search
to find the perfect one, and she
now keeps us company while
we’re cooking and eating in our
new kitchen. In time I’d love to
have a larger collection.
Laetitia: When did you come up
with the idea for a peppermill

A Pepper Mill
Functionality
meets ingenuity
and beauty.

A new friend in
your kitchen!
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Kokeshi; what sparked the
idea?
I love an object that is both
beautiful and functional. One
day in the summer of 2019 I
was in my kitchen taking a
moment to admire the Kokeshi
doll I had bought when I was
struck with the idea that it
would be just the perfect
size and shape to double as
a pepper mill. It seemed so
simple and seamless, like a
design idea waiting to happen.
So, I decided to jump on it.
Normally you wouldn’t really
think of displaying Kokeshi
dolls in the kitchen, but having
the doll in that context was a
huge reason why that idea
came to mind. Sometimes
taking things out of their
natural place spurs ideas
and a connection that you
wouldn’t otherwise have.

of course for putting me into
contact with the craftsman I
now work with, Wagatsumasan. I sent him a message
explaining my idea and
crossed my fingers. Luckily, he
was excited to give the idea a
go!
Laetitia: Was it exciting to
imagine a product, directly
with the craftsman?
Kristin: It was so much fun but
of course
came with its
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Laetitia: Do you speak
Japanese? How did you manage
the language gap?
Kristin: I do not speak Japanese
and Wagatsuma-san does not
speak any English, so we had
to make things work using
Google Translate. This whole
collaboration would not have
been possible without that
piece of technology and
I’m super grateful for it. We
used a lot of emoji which
also helped!

Laetitia: I am sure a
lot happened between
that idea and the
actual discussion with a
craftsman. Can you tell us
the story?
Kristin: After seeing the
Kokeshi dolls at the Japanese
art exhibit I also stumbled
upon your Instagram account
(@folkeshi). You seemed very
knowledgeable and passionate
about the subject and so when
I was struck with my idea
about the Kokeshi peppermill
I decided to reach out to you.
First, I wanted to know if it
already existed in the market.
Second, if it was even feasible.
I am indebted to you for
being so willing to answer my
questions, give me advice and

we needed I knew we were
heading in the right direction.
We had lots of messaging back
and forth about the size and
incorporating the different
styles and motifs I most
connected with in his work,
etc. But after those general
guidelines were sorted out, I
handed over the reins. So, it
was a very fun surprise to see
what he came up with!

Laetitia: Did the experience
give you more ideas for
collaborative works? Will we
see more Kokeshi peppermills?

challenges! Neither of us had
ever made a peppermill before
and with the language barrier
it was hard to understand what
exactly was needed to make it
functional. I began educating
myself about what kind of
grinder mechanism we would
actually need to fully integrate
it into the Kokeshi doll. When
I finally understood how it
worked and found the parts

Kristin: I would love to make
more mills! I learned so much
from this initial process and
the first round of Kokeshi dolls
that are now out in the world.
I’d probably work with him to
tweak some things in regard
to size and hone in a bit more
on the aesthetic that I find
most appealing, but for now
there are only a handful still
available, so get them while
you can! I am so, so proud of
how they turned out!

The Beauty of A Pepper Mill

I actually have been thinking about other ways to work with Wagatsuma-san. It would be really fun to
design Kokeshi doll salt cellars to compliment the peppermills, but I haven’t talked with him about that
yet. So, be sure to follow along on my Instagram @oon_shoppette to see what’s coming next!

The Beauty of A Pepper Mill
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GAMES

Kokeshi Trends Word Search
The Flowers of Kokeshi

Find the corresponding Japanese name for the word
listed. For example to find Plum Blossom search for Ume.

Chrysanthemum
Plum Blossom
Cherry Blossom
Peach Blossom
Morning Glory
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Camellia
Iris
Lily of the Valley
Peony
Daisies

Answer Key in next KT Release Sept/2020

March Game Answer Keys
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Word Guide

Japanese Word Guide
Term
Asanoha

In Japanese
麻の葉

Hemp leaf pattern.

Bekkō

鼈

Tortoise shell used for kanzashi ornaments.

Chadō

茶道

The way of the tea (Japanese tea ceremony).

Chou

蝶

Butterfly, represents transformation and growth.

Date-hyōgo

伊達兵庫

Type of hairstyle worn by Tayû Oiran . The main attraction is a large bun, on
the crown of the head, that is tied in the middle and has each side spread in
a form that resembles a butterfly. Followed by a maegami front lock and bin,
side locks. Then the hair is finely decorated with hair ornaments.

Haiku

俳句

A short form of Japanese poetry in three phrases which consis of
traditionally 5-7-5 words.
A kanzashi with a flat disc at the top and a two-pronged stick.

Houou

鳳凰

Phoenix omens of great luck and peace.

Ichimatsu

市松

A checkerboard pattern.

Ikebana

生け花, 活け花 Art of flower arranging.

Kamuro

禿

Child assistants (ages 5-9) taken care of by the Tayû and who may in the
future become courtesans.
Top-inserted hairpin, usually worn by maiko, apprentice geisha.

Kanzashi

かんざし

Hair ornaments.

Karakusamon

唐草文

An arabesque pattern that consisting of a foliage-like pattern.

Kikko

亀甲

Tortoise Shell pattern; representing longevity.

Hirauchi kanzashi

Kanoko dome
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Meaning

Word Guide

In Japanese
雲

Meaning
Clouds, represents rising above the mountains to bring one closer to the
gods.

Kushi

櫛

Hair comb, decorative accessory.

Manaita obi

俎板帯

Front tying obi knot worn by Tayû.

Momiji

もみじ

Maple leaves, symbolic of autumn.

Nihongami

日本髪

One of many traditional Japanese hairstyles, dating to the Edo period.

Fukurō

梟

Owl, symbol of good fortune and luck; a synonym for “Luck to come”.

Sakura

桜の花

Sanmaiba geta

三枚歯下駄

Cherry blossoms, symbolic of spring. Represents a time for renewal and the
fleeting nature of time itself.
Wooden sandals up to 30 cm tall.

Shinzô

新造

Attendants in training to become courtesans (ages 12-23).

Shinzō

心臓

Hearts.

Soto-hachi-moji

八文字

The figure eight walking pattern used by Tayû wearing sanmaiba geta.

Tatewaku

立涌

Rising streams; a mist and steam that rise up to the heavens, giving us the
feeling of being able to rise above life’s challenges

Tayû Oiran

太夫 花魁

The highest rank a courtesan (Oiran) can achieve.

Tenjin

天神

Second rank, below Tayû.

Ume

梅

Plum, or plum blossom梅花, symbolic of hope, beauty, perseverance,
protection from evil, purity, strength and longevity. It is also symbolic of
winter and a harbinger of spring.

Usagi

兎

Rabbit, symbolic of intelligence, devotion and advancement.

Kumo

Term
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SHOPS
ARTISTS
& MORE
Kokeshi Doll Shops
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Artigianato Giapponese
emmabeeyou
Folkeshi
Fakapapa
Gallery_shin
Hayabusa0550
JapanCraftMS
The Japan Stop
Katagami Kokeshi
Kimono Flaminia
KyotoTraditions
Kokeshi Manila Online
Kokeshi Carol
Kokesia
MingeiArts
Neko Box
Nostalgic Kingyo
Shimanuki Online Shop
Shinapari

• Shuz Saya

Kokeshi Books
Authors:

•
•
•
English
•
• Sunny Seki
•
• From Tohoku With Love
•
by Manami Okazaki
•
• A Collector's Guide:
•
Traditional and Creative
•
Kokeshi and Toys Michael •
Evans & Robert Wolf
•
• The World of Japanese
•
Kokeshi Dolls by Réka
•
Tóth-Vásárhelyi
•
• Japan's Dento Kokeshi by •
•
Roberta A Uhl
•
•
Japanese (some English)
•
• Kokeshi Jidai
•
•

French

• Kokeshi, the art of
Japanese dolls by Laetitia
Hébert
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Artists websites

The Amazing Doll
blue bear vending co.
Clark Studio Galleries
COOKIES
Daisuke Hayashi
Janice Levi
Joolie Green
Kekokeshi
Kokeshi Sakurai
Kokess
Konami Ogata
Liat Reshef
Linda J Ferber
Mena Esterel
Naomi Gallery
Noboru Wagatsuma
Planete Kokeshi
ShopToast
SketchInc
Tomohiro Matsuda
Usaburo Kokeshi

Kokeshi Trends Journal
www.KokeshiTrends.com

Ask us how to get your
shop listed here:
Info@Kokeshitrends.com

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/
Kokeshi.Trends
Join us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/
groups/Kokeshi.Village
Follow us on Twitter:
@KokeshiVillage
Follow us on Instagram:
@KokeshiTrends
View our Galleries:
KokeshiVillage

Peg Dolls

• Bonny Bloom
• Caddy Creations
• Peg & Plum

Museums
• Kamei Museum, Japan

• JANM, CA, USA
• Morikami Museum, FL USA
• Tsugaru Kokeshi Museum, Japan

Information

Kokeshi Wiki
KokeshiVillage
Kokeshi Adventure Blog

Corrections:

On our last issue (March
2020) we listed Kokeshi by
Megumi Nozawa titled Lullaby
as 32cm tall she is in fact 46
cm tall.

Contact:
info@Kokeshitrends.com
FREE Online Journal
If you paid for this Journal
please send an E-mail to
info@Kokeshitrends.com
with the web address,
amount paid and if
possible, the receipt so
that we may investigate
and take the appropriate
actions.
(C) All Rights Reserved
No part of this Journal
may be reproduced and/
or distributed without
prior written consent from
KokeshiTrends.Com.
KT is produced & selfpublished by Madelyn
Molina.
Editor on Call
Jill Holmgren
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Thank you
for stopping by

